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Abstract
In social epidemiology, an individual's neighborhood is considered to be an important determinant of health behaviors, mediators, and outcomes. Consequently, when investigating health disparities, researchers may wish to adjust for confounding by unmeasured neighborhood factors, such as local availability of health facilities or cultural predispositions. With a simple random sample and a binary outcome, a conditional logistic regression analysis that treats individuals within a neighborhood as a matched set is a natural method to use. The authors present a generalization of this method for ordinal outcomes and complex sampling designs. The method is based on a proportional odds model and is very simple to program using standard software such as SAS PROC SURVEYLOGISTIC (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, North Carolina). The authors applied the method to analyze racial/ethnic differences in dental preventative care, using 2008 Florida Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System survey data. The ordinal outcome represented time since last dental cleaning, and the authors adjusted for individual-level confounding by gender, age, education, and health insurance coverage. The authors compared results with and without additional adjustment for confounding by neighborhood, operationalized as zip code. The authors found that adjustment for confounding by neighborhood greatly affected the results in this example.
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In social epidemiology, an individual’s neighborhood is considered to be an important determinant of health behaviors, mediators, and outcomes. Consequently, when investigating health disparities, researchers may wish to adjust for confounding by unmeasured neighborhood factors, such as local availability of health facilities or cultural predispositions. With a simple random sample and a binary outcome, a conditional logistic regression analysis that treats individuals within a neighborhood as a matched set is a natural method to use. The authors present a generalization of this method for ordinal outcomes and complex sampling designs. The method is based on a proportional odds model and is very simple to program using standard software such as SAS PROC SURVEYLOGISTIC (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, North Carolina). The authors applied the method to analyze racial/ethnic differences in dental preventative care, using 2008 Florida Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System survey data. The ordinal outcome represented time since last dental cleaning, and the authors adjusted for individual-level confounding by gender, age, education, and health insurance coverage. The authors compared results with and without additional adjustment for confounding by neighborhood, operationalized as zip code. The authors found that adjustment for confounding by neighborhood greatly affected the results in this example.
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Abbreviations: BRFSS, Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System; CI, confidence interval.

The determinants of racial/ethnic and socioeconomic disparities in health have been a concern in the United States for decades. National initiatives, such as Healthy People (1), have explicitly included goals to reduce or eliminate disparities. Understanding the role of neighborhood in causing and perpetuating racial/ethnic and socioeconomic disparities in health has been a prominent area of research in recent years. Neighborhood has been conceptualized to influence disparities in health and health-related behaviors through a variety of mechanisms, including access to material and social resources (2), residential segregation (3), ethnic group density (4), characteristics of the built environment (5), and environmental exposures (6). Investigators may be interested in 1) quantifying overall neighborhood effects; 2) isolating a particular neighborhood attribute; 3) controlling for unmeasured neighborhood factors to identify residual disparities not accounted for by neighborhood factors; or 4) use of neighborhood as a proxy for socioeconomic conditions that have not been estimated appropriately at the individual level.

Standard multilevel models which include a random intercept for neighborhood can be used to jointly quantify neighborhood and individual effects when the sample sizes within neighborhoods are large and the within-neighborhood variation of individual-level covariates is sufficient. When these conditions are not satisfied, as is often the case, standard use of multilevel models fails to adjust for confounding of the individual effect by unmeasured neighborhood factors (7–10). Likewise, the unmeasured neighborhood effects are not estimated accurately. These failures are due to violation of the assumption that the random effects are uncorrelated with the measured covariates; this violation is implied when there is confounding of individual-level effects by the unmeasured neighborhood effects. One might attempt to solve this problem by modifying the multilevel model to include the neighborhood
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averages of individual-level covariates as additional terms in the model (7–9, 11, 12). However, Brumback et al. (9) showed that for multilevel models using a logit or other nonidentity link function, this method requires additional strong assumptions in order to consistently adjust for confounding due to unmeasured neighborhood factors. Specifically, one must assume that the neighborhood effect is a linear function of the neighborhood averages plus a random term that is independent of the individual-level variables. When this assumption is violated, the method is prone to bias (9); whether this bias can be substantial is a topic for further research. Moreover, recent generalizations of generalized linear mixed models for complex survey data (13) have been demonstrated to produce inconsistent estimators of fixed-effects parameters with or without confounding by unmeasured neighborhood factors, when the cluster sizes are small and the sampling is informative (10, 13).

To attempt to adjust for confounding by neighborhood with the generalized software (13), one could include the weighted neighborhood averages of the individual-level covariates in the model (10). The resulting estimators are inconsistent, however, because the estimating equation based on the derivative of the log pseudolikelihood is a nonlinear function of the individual-level sampling weights, and this can be strongly biased for small clusters (10, 13).

With noncomplex survey data, no additional strong assumptions are necessary if one uses a conditional maximum likelihood approach—for example, conditional logistic regression with a binary outcome (14, 15). Very recently, conditional logistic regression has been generalized for use with complex survey data (16, 17). In the present article, we extend the method to accommodate ordinal outcomes via a proportional odds model, which reduces to a logistic regression model in the case of a binary outcome. It is noteworthy that even for simple random samples, regression methods based on conditional likelihood (14, 15) have not previously been developed for the proportional odds model (18, 19). Our development has the added advantage that it consistently estimates the proportional odds with complex survey data. Furthermore, our method is extremely easy to program in SAS (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, North Carolina) using PROC SURVEYLOGISTIC, or in similar statistical software packages. Statistical methods for epidemiologic analyses of complex survey data are of recent interest (20, 21), because of the easy availability of freely downloadable public-use data sets that are nationally representative, such as Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS) data or National Health Interview Survey data.

To illustrate the new method, we apply it to 2008 Florida BRFSS survey data to assess racial/ethnic disparities in oral health care. Racial/ethnic or socioeconomic disparities have been observed across a spectrum of oral health outcomes, including the presence of untreated dental caries (22, 23), other oral health problems (e.g., toothaches, tooth loss, or periodontal disease) (24–28), and self-rated or parent-rated dental health (26, 27, 29–31). Access to dental care, particularly preventative care such as routine dental cleanings, is an important determinant of oral health (32). According to a review of oral health disparities in the United States by Chattopadhyay (25), non-Hispanic African Americans and Hispanics are less likely to access dental care than whites or members of other racial/ethnic groups. Factors that have been shown to influence disparities in oral health or access to dental care include place of residence (e.g., urban or rural setting), education, income, insurance status, gender, and health behaviors such as nutrition and smoking (23–30, 33). For persons accessing dental services through Medicaid, low reimbursement rates, low provider participation, and shortages of dentists and clinics in poor areas may also play a role in access to preventive oral health care (34, 35). With our method, we can additionally adjust individual-level effects for unmeasured neighborhood factors, which may be serving as proxies for unmeasured individual-level socioeconomic factors or as determinants separate from socioeconomic status.

For the sake of comparison, we also apply the multilevel modeling approach, which includes the weighted neighborhood averages of individual-level covariates in the model (10). We let the individual-level weights be the BRFSS sampling weights, and the neighborhood-level weights equal 1. Because the generalization (13) of the multilevel modeling approach for complex survey data can lead to biased estimators (10, 13), we apply it both with and without the complex survey weights. When we apply it without the complex survey weights, we include the unweighted neighborhood averages of individual-level covariates in the model, rather than the weighted averages. We use the GLLAMM procedure in Stata, version 11.0 (StataCorp LP, College Station, Texas), for the computation.

**BRFSS EXAMPLE**

Our ordinal outcome represents how long it has been since an individual has had his or her teeth cleaned by a dentist or dental hygienist (within the past year, within the past 2 years, within the past 5 years, 5 or more years ago, or never). Our covariate of primary interest is race/ethnicity, which we categorized into non-Hispanic white, non-Hispanic African American, Hispanic, and other. We included the individual-level confounders gender, age (18–34, 35–54, 55–64, or ≥65 years), education (less than high school vs. high school or more), and health insurance status (covered vs. uncovered). We also included a neighborhood variable, operationalized as zip code. For ease of implementation, as we will discuss, we permitted the neighborhood effect to differ for portions of the zip code nested within different BRFSS survey strata. The Florida BRFSS uses a stratified sampling design with 134 strata formed by 2 telephone density strata crossed with 67 Florida counties. This led to 1,968 neighborhood effects in the model, with each neighborhood on average containing 4.6 sampled individuals; 39% contained 1 sampled individual, 15% contained 2 individuals, 11% contained 3 individuals, 8% contained 4 individuals, 5.5% contained 5 individuals, 12% contained 6–10 individuals, 4% contained 11–15 individuals, and 5% contained 16–83 individuals. Thus, the sample sizes in the neighborhoods were relatively small. In a second set of analyses, we also included annual household income (<$15,000, $15,000–<$25,000, $25,000–<$50,000, or ≥$50,000).

The Florida BRFSS uses disproportionate stratified sampling, in which only 1 person per household can be selected. In 2008, the BRFSS sampled 10,874 Floridians, including 9,745 Floridians with teeth. Each individual in the BRFSS is assigned a sampling weight, representing the inverse probability of being selected into the sample multiplied by a poststratification adjustment, constructed so the joint distribution of

Confounding by Neighborhood and Complex Survey Data

The conditional pseudolikelihood is constructed using all pairs \((V_{ij}, V_{kl})\) matched on neighborhood \(i\) and category \(k\), and pretending that the matched pairs are independent even though they are not. Only pairs in which one observation is a case and the other is a control contribute any information to the pseudolikelihood, and the rest can be ignored. Specifically, we consider the conditional likelihood for the pair \((V_{ij}, V_{kl})\) matched on neighborhood \(i\) and category \(k\), supposing that we had selected \((ij, il)\) completely at random from all possible pairs matched on neighborhood \(i\). The conditional likelihood, or probability, that \(V_{kl} = 1\) and \(V_{ij} = 0\) given that their sum equals 1 (i.e., that exactly 1 member of the pair is a case) is the basis for analysis of matched case-control studies, and it equals

\[
\frac{\exp((X_i - X_{ij})\beta)}{1 + \exp((X_i - X_{ij})\beta)}.
\]

Note that when \(V_{ij} = V_{kl}\) the conditional likelihood is equal to 1 (and hence does not involve \(\beta\)), and also note that we can arbitrarily order the pair such that \(V_{kl} = 1\) and \(V_{ij} = 0\). The first derivative of the logarithm of equation 2, known as the score equation \(S_{ijl}\), has an expected value equal to zero if we select the pair completely at random from all pairs matched on neighborhood and category. With complex survey data, let \(W_{ijl}\) be the inverse probability of selecting pair \((V_{ij}, V_{kl})\) into the sample; then the weighted score equation \(W_{ijl}S_{ijl}\) has an expected value of zero, provided that each of the pairs matched on neighborhood and category has a nonzero probability of being selected into the sample. This latter condition is typically referred to as a positivity condition (36).

Therefore, the sum of the weighted score equations over all \(k\) and all pairs \((ij, il)\) in the sample also has an expected value equal to zero, and we can estimate \(\beta\) with the \(\hat{\beta}\) that solves

\[
\hat{\beta} = \frac{\sum \text{score equation}}{\text{sum of weights}} = 0,
\]

provided that the positivity condition holds for all such pairs in the sample. When the positivity condition is not exactly satisfied, as turned out to be the case with our BRFSS example (because only 1 member per household can be sampled), one can sometimes argue, as we did, that the bias incurred is negligible, because the expected proportion in the sample of excluded population pairs under an analogous sampling design that permits all pairs to be sampled is negligible.

The properties of the estimator \(\hat{\beta}\) derive from the theory of unbiased estimating equations. The estimating equation \(S\) that we have constructed from conditional likelihood components treats all pairs as independent even though they are not, and it also weights the components by inverse probabilities of selecting the pairs; in both of these senses, \(S\) is a pseudolikelihood, which we call a conditional pseudolikelihood, because of its construction from conditional likelihood components. Although we have included all pairs in our construction of \(S\) because our intuition is that it would be more efficient, one might consider instead including only a randomly selected subset of those pairs, or even just 1 randomly selected pair per neighborhood. Asymptotic relative efficiency of alternative methods is an area for future research.

The variance of \(\hat{\beta}\) can be estimated with a sandwich estimator based on a Taylor series linearization (39, 40). For complex survey sampling involving primary strata and primary sampling
units (clusters) within the primary strata, we need the neighborhoods to be either nested within the primary sampling units or nested within the strata and independent of one another. For the Florida BRFSS data, we have effectively defined neighborhood as the intersection of zip code and primary stratum; furthermore, individuals sampled within one neighborhood are independent of those sampled within another neighborhood, because they are in different households. Although the estimation of and inference regarding $b$ may seem complex, we have discovered a very simple method based on standard software for logistic regression with complex survey data, such as SAS PROC SURVEYLOGISTIC. Our method capitalizes on the relation between conditional logistic regression for matched pairs and ordinary logistic regression (15, 17, 38). Specifically, we can interpret equation 2 as the likelihood for an ordinary logistic regression model with covariates $X_{ijl} = X_{ij} - X_{il}$, outcome $Y_{ijl}^* = 1$, and no intercept. Given pairs $(V_{kij}, V_{kil})$ such that $V_{kij} = V_{kil}$ do not contribute to the likelihood and given that we can arbitrarily order the other pairs such that $V_{kij} = 1$ and $V_{kil} = 0$, the estimator $\hat{b}$ can be computed using standard weighted logistic regression with 1 observation per discordant $(V_{kij} \neq V_{kil})$ pair, weight equal to $W_{ijl}$, constant outcome $Y_{ijl}^*$, no intercept, and covariates $X_{ijl}^*$. Inference can be based on the sandwich estimator explained above, which is implemented in SAS PROC SURVEYLOGISTIC. However, unlike SAS PROC LOGISTIC, SAS PROC SURVEYLOGISTIC will not accept a constant outcome. Therefore, we select an arbitrary number of pairs (e.g., the first 1,000) for reordering, with $Y_{ijl}^* = 0$ and $X_{ijl}^* = X_{ij} - X_{il}$, SAS code for implementing the method is provided in the Appendix.

### RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF BRFSS DATA

The crude odds ratios representing the association between race/ethnicity and more recent dental cleaning,
with non-Hispanic whites used as the reference group, were 0.55 (95% confidence interval (CI): 0.42, 0.71) for non-Hispanic African Americans, 0.79 (95% CI: 0.6, 1.03) for Hispanics, and 0.88 (95% CI: 0.59, 1.31) for persons of other race/ethnicity. Results of adjusted analyses are presented in Table 1. Model 1 adjusts for gender, age, education, and health insurance, whereas model 2 additionally adjusts for neighborhood. Model 3 adds income to model 1 (but incurs much more missing data), and model 4 adds income to model 2. We observe in model 1 that adjusting for simple demographic and socioeconomic factors accounts for the near-statistically significant overall disparity observed for Hispanics but not for that of non-Hispanic African Americans. We see from the other 3 models that when we adjust for income or neighborhood, the disparity disappears for non-Hispanic African Americans and reverses for Hispanics. The effect of adjusting for confounding by neighborhood on both odds ratios is dramatic, with or without income in the model.

To compare our approach with existing methods, we also applied the multilevel modeling approach detailed in the Introduction; results are presented in Table 2. Odds ratios for the neighborhood averages of individual-level covariates are not presented because of space limitations. Models 5 and 7 ignore the BRFSS survey weights, whereas models 6 and 8 incorporate them. Models 7 and 8 additionally adjust for confounding by income. We observe no statistically significant association for non-Hispanic African Americans for all models but model 5. We observe a statistically significant positive association for Hispanics in models 5 and 7 but not for models 6 and 8. It is reassuring that the positive association for Hispanics that we observe with our new method is also detected with the multilevel modeling approach that ignores the survey weights. We are not concerned that the multilevel modeling analysis that

Table 2. Odds Ratios for More Recent Dental Cleaning Derived Using a Multilevel Model Approach, Adjusted for Gender, Age, Education, Health Insurance, and Neighborhood Averages; Unadjusted and Adjusted for Income; and Unadjusted and Adjusted for SurveyWeights, Florida BRFSS Survey, 2008

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Model 5a</th>
<th>Model 6b</th>
<th>Model 7c</th>
<th>Model 8d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OR</td>
<td>95% CI</td>
<td>OR</td>
<td>95% CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Race/ethnicity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Hispanic white</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Hispanic African-American</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.61, 0.95</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.56, 1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>1.16, 1.90</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.64, 1.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.60, 0.95</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>0.75, 1.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.15, 1.42</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.06, 1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age, years</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18–34</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35–54</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.08, 1.48</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.83, 1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55–64</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>1.12, 1.54</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>0.88, 1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥65</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.07, 1.49</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>0.96, 2.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than high school</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school or more</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>2.20, 3.15</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>1.33, 3.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Health insurance status</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No insurance</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>2.84, 3.87</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>2.48, 5.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Annual income, dollars</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;15,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15,000–&lt;25,000</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>1.46, 2.13</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>1.02, 2.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25,000–&lt;50,000</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>2.50, 3.70</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>1.77, 4.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥50,000</td>
<td>6.06</td>
<td>4.96, 7.40</td>
<td>6.12</td>
<td>3.94, 9.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: BRFSS, Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System; CI, confidence interval; OR, odds ratio.

a Multivariate proportional odds model, not adjusting for income or survey weights.

b Multivariate proportional odds model, not adjusting for income but adjusting for survey weights.

c Multivariate proportional odds model, adjusting for income but not adjusting for survey weights.

d Multivariate proportional odds model, adjusting for income and survey weights.
DISCUSSION

We have presented a new method of adjusting for confounding by neighborhood using the proportional odds model and complex survey data. We have applied the method to analyze disparities in dental preventative care assessed as an ordinal outcome, but we note that the method we developed has a much broader reach. First, the method is also applicable to binary outcomes. Second, the method is applicable to simple random samples or data obtained from ordinary cluster sampling, for which no methods for the proportional odds model based on a conditional likelihood currently exist (18, 19). Third, whereas we have conceptualized neighborhood as a geographic region, another possibility is to conceptualize it more generally as any set of cluster-defining characteristics (i.e., as a matched set).

Our application to the 2008 Florida BRFSS survey data served mainly as an illustration, but the results are intriguing. In a model adjusting for gender, age, education, and health insurance, non-Hispanic African Americans were less likely to receive more recent dental cleanings than non-Hispanic whites, and Hispanics were not statistically different from non-Hispanic whites. However, once estimates were adjusted for neighborhood, we saw a striking change in the estimate for Hispanics, in the direction of Hispanics receiving more dental cleanings than non-Hispanic whites. For non-Hispanic African Americans, we observed an attenuation of the originally observed disparity once confounding by neighborhood was taken into account. While these shifts in the estimates by race/ethnicity are difficult to explain given the limited variables available in the BRFSS, one might conclude that there is better outreach for dental-care access to Hispanic/Latino populations than to persons of other races/ethnicities. There has been increased attention given to oral health care and research in the Latino population since Hispanics/Latinos became the nation’s largest and fastest-growing minority group (41, 42). However, it may be shortsighted to concentrate only on the role of “access” to dental care. It is likely that the broader social and cultural determinants of oral health practices need to be taken into account. Our example highlights the fact that once neighborhood is taken into account, factors influencing utilization of preventive cleanings may be different for different cultural groups. Patrick et al. (32) provide a conceptual framework for the major influences on oral health disparities, which include factors such as cultural environment (e.g., beliefs about oral health), stressors (e.g., dentist-patient interaction), health behaviors (e.g., alcohol use and smoking), and individual psychology (e.g., fear of dentists). Thus, these relations are likely to be complex, and additional research is needed to understand racial/ethnic differences in utilization of dental cleanings.

For comparison with existing methods, we also applied multilevel modeling approaches that adjusted for confounding due to neighborhood by including either unweighted or weighted neighborhood averages of individual-level covariates as additional terms in the model. This approach to adjusting for neighborhood-level confounding is known as fixed-effects regression (12, 43) in the social sciences, and it is known as the poor man’s approach to conditional likelihood methods (8) in the statistical literature. For our purpose of estimating odds ratios corresponding to the individual-level covariates, this method is equivalent to replacing each individual-level covariate with its deviation from its respective neighborhood average (i.e., centering about the neighborhood average) and additionally including the neighborhood averages in the model. It is also possible to center the individual-level covariates but not include the neighborhood averages (44); however, this approach is less robust (8).

Our example analysis was subject to some limitations. The BRFSS survey weights attempt to adjust for unit (individual-level) nonresponse, but cannot do so perfectly. Furthermore, we have handled item (question-level) nonresponse using a complete-case analysis—for our analyses without income, this is not much of a limitation, because the percentage of missing data is small. Finally, it would be optimal to include information about dental insurance in the model, but information on this variable is not included in the BRFSS. According to a 2010 brief by the National Center for Health Statistics (45), non-Hispanic African Americans were more likely to have dental insurance than Hispanics, who were in turn less likely to have dental insurance than non-Hispanic whites. Therefore, we may have underestimated the odds ratios for Hispanics and overestimated them for non-Hispanic African Americans. It would be of further interest to investigate whether the disparities in access to dental insurance reverse when neighborhood effects are taken into account.
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APPENDIX

The programming involves 3 main steps: 1) forming all pairs, which we do using SAS PROC SQL; 2) coding the new outcomes and covariates, which we do with SAS PROC SQL and using a SAS DATA step; and then 3) implementing the weighted logistic regression, which we do using SAS PROC SURVEYLOGISTIC. For the BRFSS example, the first 2 steps were completed using the following SAS code. Note that the ordinal outcome denclean has 5 levels: 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, with 1 indicating the most recent dental cleaning and 5 indicating never. Other variables used in the program are the BRFSS stratum (_strstr), the neighborhood variable (zipstr), the BRFSS sampling weight (_finalwt), education (edu), age (age2, age3, age4), gender (female), race/ethnicity (black, hisp, other), and insurance status (ins). Note that we use the variable “zipstr” as our primary sampling unit in SAS SURVEYLOGISTIC (“cluster zipstr”).

data denclean;
  set cleanbrfss08;
  if denclean<1 then den1=1; else den1=0;
  if denclean<2 then den2=1; else den2=0;
  if denclean<3 then den3=1; else den3=0;
  if denclean<4 then den4=1; else den4=0;
runtime;
%macro ordinal;
%do i=1 to 4;
  proc sql;
  create table den&&i.pairs as
  select a._ststr, a.zipstr, a._finalwt*b._finalwt as wt,
  a.edu-b.edu as edu_diff, a.age2-b.age2 as age2_diff,
  a.age3-b.age3 as age3_diff, a.age4-b.age4 as age4_diff,
  a.female-b.female as gender_diff, a.black-b.black as black_diff,
  a.other-b.other as other_diff, a.hisp-b.hisp as hisp_diff,
  a.ins-b.ins as ins_diff,
  a.den&i.-b.den&i. as den_diff
  from denclean as a, denclean as b where (a.zipstr=b.zipstr and a.den&i.>b.den&i.);
  quit;
*set an arbitrary number of observations to 0;
  data den&&i.pairs;
  set den&&i.pairs;
  if _n_<=1000 then do;
    den_diff=0;
    edu_diff=edu_diff;
    age2_diff=age2_diff;
    age3_diff=age3_diff;
    age4_diff=age4_diff;
    ins_diff=-ins_diff;
    gender_diff=-gender_diff;
    black_diff=-black_diff;
    hisp_diff=-hisp_diff;
    other_diff=-other_diff;
  end;
run;
%end;
%mend;
%ordinal;
data allden;
  set den1pairs den2pairs den3pairs den4pairs;
runtime;
proc surveylogistic data=allden;
  strata_ststr;
  cluster zipstr;
model den_diff (event=’1’) = edu_diff ins_diff gender_diff age2_diff age3_diff age4_diff black_diff hisp_diff other_diff/noint;
weight wt;
run;

Although we have used SAS macro programming for simplicity, one could have instead cut and pasted the code within the macro 4 times in a row, taking care to make sure each block of code matched the corresponding level of the ordinal variable.